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A Grain of Truth: The Gluten Summit 

Presenter: Tom Malterre, MS, CN 
 

The Perfect Storm: Gluten Plus Gut Flora  
Imbalances Plus Environmental Toxins 

 
Dr. O’Bryan: Hello, everyone, and welcome to another edition of A Grain of Truth: The 
Gluten eSummit. It’s my privilege today to be talking with a personal friend and just a 
great, great, teacher, Tom Malterre.   
 
Tom is a co-author of The Whole Life Nutrition Cookbook and Nourishing Meals. He’s 
attained two nutritional science degrees from Bastyr University, and has been using 
functional medicine principles while practicing at Whole Life Nutrition for over eight 
years.  
 
As a faculty member and scientific roundtable member of the Autism Research Institute 
and leader of his progressive practitioner coaching programs, Tom has lectured across 
the United States and Canada, and is constantly reviewing scientific data to provide 
fresh insights into optimal health.    
 
Tom and I have lectured onstage together at many scientific conferences and 
symposiums. And, I can tell you that his presentations are always, not only well 
received, but the practitioners walk out thinking deeply about a way of looking at a 
particular health topic that they didn’t think of before because Tom pulled out some of 
the medical literature on that particular topic.   
 
Tom, welcome to the show! 
 
Tom Malterre: Gosh, Tom, it’s just an honor. Thank you so much for having me! 
 
Dr. O’Bryan: Thank you, thank you. It’s a pleasure. Let’s begin with talking about the 
intestinal environment, the intestinal milieu, the health of the intestines. And, how critical 
is that to whether one stays well or gets disease? 
 
Tom Malterre: Oh, vitally important, actually. It’s so fascinating to me how much of my 
clinical practice revolves around intestinal health. So, if I have someone coming in and 
they’re got atypical bipolar disorder, or I’ve got someone coming in with chronic fatigue, 
fibromyalgia, irritable bowel...Anything that I can see that is an indication that that 
person is irritated, I immediately say to myself, “Ah-ha! I have to look at the gut. I have 
to look at the gut.”   
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There’s over fifty percent--some estimate sixty to eighty percent of your entire immune 
cells--lining the gut-associated lymphoid tissue. All, primarily, of your antibodies--that 
seventy plus percent--come from that same tissue. So, if you’re going to have some sort 
of interaction in the brain, in the joint, anywhere in the human body, you kind of say, “Ah-
ha! What’s irritating the gut? [2:30] How come the gut’s not happy?”   
 
And, usually what I’m finding, Tom, is that it’s one of two things: you’re either getting too 
much of something or you’re getting too little of something. So, something’s either 
coming into the system, like gluten, for example, that’s causing a cascade of events that 
leads to excessive irritation. Or, we’re lacking a certain dampening agent. We’re lacking 
a certain nutrient. For example, vitamin D in allergies and gluten sensitivity and what not 
has been commonly associated with turning down the inflammatory response.   
 
We know that the same thing is true for beneficial bacterium in the intestinal tract. So, I 
love what’s coming out right now. Right? I mean, these people are saying, “Wait, this 
might not be called an immune system now. It might be called an interaction with the 
microbial system,” because we’re really relying on these signals of trillions of 
organisms--three pounds in our gut of these organisms--to kind of tell us how we’re 
going to respond to outside signals.   
 
And, some of these things are smart. They say, “Okay. You know what? I really don’t 
want this local immune cell protective system in the gut to kill me. So, I’m going to send 
some signaling to the gut, or I’m going to interact with the gut in such a way that it calms 
down the inflammatory response.” So, you actually see a considerable amount of 
dampening that can occur via communication with the bacterium in the intestinal tract.   
 
So, what’s irritating? And, what’s not there to dampen? Those two things right there we 
can find most immediately. But, you know what, Tom? There’s a sleeper in the 
background of all diseases that’s happening right now that many of these things can 
interrupt the gut via either robbing nutrients or by causing direct irritation or by 
interrupting the balance of intestinal flora. And, that secret constituent--or not so secret, 
unfortunately--are chemicals.   
 
So, what we’re seeing is we now have 80,000 plus chemicals from industrial society, 
whether it’s coming from agriculture or production or whatever it is. We have these 
80,000 plus chemicals. And, I don’t know if you’ve seen the math on this, Tom, but it’s 
kind of crazy. We’re up to now 74 billion pounds of chemicals being imported or 
produced in the United States every single day. That’s 250 pounds per person per day. 
And, now, wait a second. That does not include pesticides, pharmaceuticals, or food 
additives or fuels. [5:00] So, some of the things that we would say, “Hey, I imagine we 
get a lot of these chemicals in,” we’re getting even more than that.   
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So, there’s this interesting interplay as I’m examining the research. And, I say to myself, 
“Okay, I’m going to look at the general suspects. I’m going to look at gluten sensitivity, 
dairy intolerance.” We’re going to look at these things. And, we’re going to say, “All right, 
I can get rid of those. And, the majority of the symptomology goes away. The gut calms 
down. But, I may need to look at introducing some beneficial species.” I’m finding a lot 
of success with bifidobacterium species and helping people heal their guts, calming 
down inflammatory response.  And, I’m seeing great success with using nutrients like 
vitamin D that supports the immune system function or glutamine that calms the gut 
down directly.   
 
But, then, there may be something else there that we’re missing. There may be this 
mercury that someone is inhaling on a daily basis.  Did you know, Tom, that we are up 
to about fifty percent of someone’s mercury exposure coming from inhalation due to 
mercury filling? And, of course what makes things worse is that there’s a ton of mercury 
coming from these coal-fired power plants that we’re all hearing about on the news over 
in China. Everybody hears about Indochina issues, right?  
 
So, they’re saying, “Indonesia [and] Indian countries, we’re having Chinese areas that 
are producing such a mass of air particulate matter that they’re tracking these 
substances as something called the brown cloud. You can see it from satellites. It’s 
called the brown cloud. And, NASA’s been looking at it since the mid-2000s. And, they’ll 
follow this brown cloud. And, they’ve been seeing that within seven days’ time, it can 
pass from China all the way to the Western United States.   
 
And, then you talk to the researchers up in Alaska, and they’ll attribute up to twenty 
percent of the increase of mercury in their salmon stocks to this brown cloud. And, you’ll 
see it in Oregon and California, the same thing. We’re seeing it in lake water. We’re 
seeing it in rivers. We’re starting to see it in animals. And, you say, “Well, why that would 
be a concern for gut health?”   
 
Well, what’s mercury used for? I mean, what do we normally use it for, right?. Besides 
batteries and light bulbs, we use it in vaccinations. Well, at least we used to, this 
thimerosal preservative. And, why would you use mercury in a vaccination? Because it’s 
an incredibly potent anti-microbial. It knocks out bacterium better than anything. It’s one 
of the most toxic things we can think of [7:30] to put next to cells. So, if you put it into a 
mixture in extremely small concentrations, you can guarantee yourself there’s not going 
to be any life there.   
 
So, you say, “Well, what happens if we’re inhaling this? What happens if it’s coming in 
through our amalgams or through our air supply?” Or, unfortunately what’s happening is 
ever increasingly in our fish stocks. So, I receive updates everyday, Tom, from Autism 
Research Institute. I receive it from Environmental Health Perspectives. I have my 
inboxes full with science. And, I would say we’re getting a lot of mercury warnings now  
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from lakes and rivers across the United States.  It’s just ever accumulating. And, they’re 
not always associated with local coal-fired power plants. So, the question becomes, 
“Where is this coming from?” Right?  
 
On top of that, when you’re producing products that are chlorine-based, you’re going to 
produce chlorine-based chemicals. And, what do we use chlorine for? Your pools. My 
kids are in swimming lessons right now. And, every day they come home, you get that 
waft as soon as they come into the front door. And, you can almost smell them before 
you’ve seen them because the chlorine is just permeating off of their skin.   
 
So, a kiddie pool, of course, is a cesspool of sorts, right? You can have these kids that 
aren’t necessarily as controlled with their bowel function as you would like. And, 
therefore, they say, “Ah-ha! Let’s make sure there’s a high amount of an organism-killing 
substance in the water.” Across the United States and across the globe now, due to 
sanitation reasons, you don’t want to have pathogenic organisms sneaking into our 
drinking water. We’re putting these chlorine-based compounds. And, that’s fantastic to 
keep some of these infectious agents down.   
 
But, the reality is now that we’re looking at the human microbiome projects, what we’re 
seeing is the majority of the organisms in the intestinal tract are not pathogenic. They 
happen to be commensal symbionts, things that really don’t cause us many problems at 
all. So, perhaps, we are throwing out the baby with the bath water in this instance, and 
we’re knocking out some of these beneficial species. And, in doing so we might be 
changing our immunologic responses in the intestinal tract.  
 
So, when we’re looking at these diseases...And, celiac disease [10:00] is doubling over 
a short period of time. Or, we’re seeing Autism increasing. Or, we’re seeing these 
asthma, eczema, atopic disorders increasing exponentially--exponentially--in a short 
period of time, they cannot be explained by genetics. They cannot be explained by diet.  
 
So, we have to look at environmental exposures outside of that since a large portion of 
the economy is based on chemical sales, whether it’s the pharmaceuticals, the fuels, or 
the BPA, or the mercury coming from coal-fired power plants, or if it’s some of the other 
toxic compounds. We’re using tons of herbicides every single year. And, we’ll talk about 
that a little later as a singular example.   
 
And, these substances are damaging to life. As we increase these substances, we see 
the concentrations of these things increase in people. You look at urinary analysis of a 
preservative--for example, a paraben that’s found in cosmetics--and everybody’s 
starting to show up with parabens in their urine. Or, you start seeing triclosan.  Triclosan 
is the active ingredient that is an antimicrobial found in hand sanitizers. And, you say to 
yourself, “Uh-oh. What’s going on here?  These things are showing up everywhere! Do 
they have a result?”   
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Well, sure! Look at the literature, and you can see that asthma, eczema, food 
intolerances, sensitivities, allergenicity goes up when you see these things around. 
Triclosan has four times--four times--an increase when it comes to allergen issues when 
people have higher levels of this triclosan in their urine.  
 
And, speaking of that, what about air pollution? There are tons of articles coming out all 
the time saying we inhale these particulates. When we inhale these particulates, we 
need to detoxify and metabolize them. And, if we’re not doing that effectively, what 
usually happens is they can alter our immune cell function.  
 
Maybe in air pollution, there’s regulatory T cell function in asthma. You see these things 
all the time. You’ll see the effect of the chemical altering the immune cell. The primary 
job of the immune cell...[12:30] You know this, Tom. I’ve read your articles. You have 
brilliant reviews on this with Dr. Vojdani. The primary job of the immune system is to 
view something, whether it’s a food particle, an organism in the intestinal tract, 
bacterium, virus, whatever, fungus. Primarily, it’s going to say, “You know what? 
Selectively, out of the entire concentration of everything I’m going to see, the majority of 
the things I’m going to see are harmless to me. I’m going to see those, and I’m going to 
tolerate them. I’m going to say, ‘You know what? Please disperse. Nothing to see here. 
Totally relaxed. No big deal.’”   
 
But, what we’re seeing now is as these concentrations of chemicals build up in the 
immune system...Because these are our sentinels. They are the first line of defense. We 
line our areas of exposure to the outside world with our immune cells. At the same time, 
we line it with bacterium. So, what we’re expecting is if we have a signal--a toxin, a 
chemical, anything that’s going to come through--it’s going to go to two lines: one, 
microbium; two, immune cells. Once it passes through microbium and then immune 
cells, then we’re having to address the other cell influences.   
 
So, the one-two punch that I am seeing, Tom, is that these chemicals oftentimes knock 
out or imbalance microbial populations. That, in itself, is alert and alarm. Number two, 
they will alter immune cell function. And, when they alter immune cell function, we lose 
this tolerance. We lose this calm response. And, when we lose a calm response, then 
we have hyper reactions. So, we have sensitivities to things we wouldn’t normally have 
a sensitivity to. One of which we’re very familiar with is food.   
 
Now, let’s imagine there’s a communication between the bacterium and the immune 
system. And, the bacterium, certain species, will keep the immune cells in the intestinal 
tract calm. When the bacterium are out of balance--where there are certain species 
there are irritative, inflammatory, pathogenic--will end up causing [15:00] a lack of tight 
junction, a permeability of sorts. And, so, we’ll allow them passage of whatever is in the 
intestinal lumen, whatever is hanging out in your intestinal tract. That may include foods. 
If those food particles are not properly digested, they’re not broken down into small  
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fragments that are readily recognized by the immune cell, then we can launch 
inflammatory responses to this.   
 
So, it makes sense that we would have more food sensitivity, more food intolerances, 
more [of] whatever you would say, a negative reaction, an adverse response to a 
particular food, would be increased if you had an imbalance of microbium and an 
alteration of immune cell tolerance.  
 
So, what Claudia Miller and others--Stephen Genuis--have been looking at is something 
termed toxicant or toxicity-induced loss of tolerance. So, they’re looking at the fact that 
as we’re increasing at least 4 billion pounds per day these chemical exposures, then we 
can expect an alteration in the microbiome and in the immune system to leave our 
bodies far more susceptible to food-related reactions.   
 
If you ever hear Claudia Miller talk, she will tell you of these amazing cases where 
people will get exposed to incredible industrial chemicals. And, shortly after they get 
exposed to these industrial chemicals, one of the first things they do not tolerate is food. 
Certain foods will leave them more sensitive. And, as we know with gluten, it’s not 
digested very well. It’s got all those prolines. It’s very difficult for the enzymes to break 
into the structure. Therefore, that’s a potentially responsive protein all by itself.   
 
Now, we know that gluten or wheat proteins or various components of the wheat can 
alter intestinal microbes. We also know that you can excite immune response. You can 
also lead to a leaky gut by zonulin release, which I’m sure you’ve covered with your 
other presenters. So, you’ve got a perfect [17:30] storm when it comes to gluten. And, 
you have the perfect environment for a perfect storm if you have microbial imbalances 
and chemical exposures. 
 
Dr. O’Bryan: So, let’s freeze there for a moment for our listening audience. For the 
clinicians, I’m sure they followed that brilliant, sequential order of how our immune 
systems break down in the gut.  
 
But, for our listening audience, lets go back with the reminder that you’ve heard before 
from others speakers that we have more cells of bacteria in our gut, ten times more 
cells than all the cells in the body put together. Ten times more! 
 
Tom Malterre: Yeah! And, you know, they’re estimating about a 150 times more genetic 
expression. So, really, there’s 3.3 million gene [in the microbiome]. And, we know that’s 
150% of what we have as humans. So, the actual signaling, the actual communication 
that’s occurring from the microbiome, trumps us exponentially. 
 
Dr. O’Bryan: Exponentially! Because genes turn on proteins, turn on messages, and 
they turn off messages. Our listening audience has heard from some of our other  
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speakers it’s not as important what genes you have as to which genes get turned on 
and get turned off.  
 
And, that the microbiome--all of the bacteria in the gut--they have 100 to 150 times 
more genes that we have human genes. So, they are turning on, turning off, how our 
immune system in the gut responds.   
 
They’re the sentries that carry the message to the immune system that says, “We have 
a problem here,” or, “No, we don’t. This is celery this is good for us,” or, “Wait, this is not 
good for us. We have to deal with this one.”   
 
And, what Tom is telling us is that that environment of our sentries-- that body of over 
three pounds of bacteria that’s there to protect us and to be the initial messengers to 
our immune system--that environment is impacted severely by what we are exposed to 
[20:00] in terms of mercury and chlorine and other chemicals. Tom, is that an accurate 
summary of what you’ve said so far? 
 
Tom Malterre: Dead on, Tom. Absolutely. Yes! 
 
 
Dr. O’Bryan: Good, good. Thank you. Please continue. 
 
Tom Malterre: Well, that’s a nice summary. And, so what we’re concerned about is 
action. What are we going to do? Because the dealing of food sensitivities--taking out 
gluten, for example--is incredibly, incredibly important and necessary for many people to 
heal. But, it may not be the root of the imbalance to begin with.  
 
I am seeing in the literature a trend that more and more people are reacting to more and 
more foods. I mean, it’s becoming extremely, painfully obvious. It’s unfortunate. I see 
children suffering, adults suffering all the time. Now, what we want to do, then, is get to 
a point of having once again solid systems that can resist the temptation, I would say, to 
overreact. And, in order to get to that point we have to address chemical exposure. We 
have to address nutrient density, nutrient quality of our foods.  
 
So, that’s a primary concern for me as a nutritionist, as a research viewer, who is 
constantly trying to say, “Well, where do we intervene? Where do we intervene? How 
can we stop this stuff from happening?” So, I try and look at the large stones that are 
being dropped into our environmental jar, the things that cause the biggest change, that 
fill up our immune intolerance more than anything else.   
 
And, what I’m coming up with is, “Okay, well, let’s look at the volume. Let’s look at the 
things that are being used all the time and are all over the place in our food supply. And, 
I’m coming up with, Tom, GMOs. And, its not necessarily just the genetically modified  
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organisms themselves, but also the pesticides associated with genetically modified 
organisms.  
 
So, we know that cidal--pesticide, insecticide, fungicide, herbicide--cidal substances are 
made to kill. And, they are indiscriminate. They do not care if you are a plant that’s in an 
agricultural field or a plant that a bee loves to gather pollen from. [22:30] A herbicide will 
kill the plants. It doesn’t care--as an insecticide that’s a mitochondrial disruptor or a 
fungicide that’s a mitochondrial disruptor--it doesn’t care if you’re mitochondria of an 
organism or a human being. It will do its disruption job. 
 
Dr. O’Bryan: Right. So, if you are the mitochondria inside a grasshopper, this thing is 
going to take you out. If you’re a mitochondria inside a human being, it’s not going to 
take you out, but it’s going to affect you. It’s going to cause dysfunction of your 
mitochondria? 
 
Tom Malterre: It may, yep, cause some death of some of your mitochondria. But, 
because of your volume, it won’t knock you out. But, it can diminish your ability to 
produce energy. 
 
Dr. O’Bryan: Just for our listening audience, the mitochondria are the furnaces that 
produce energy inside every cell of your body. 
 
Tom Malterre: Right! And, those energy molecules, those ATP, are needed for barrier 
functions, including tight barriers in the intestinal tract. And, anything that’s going to 
deplete ATP, potentially, could cause barrier abnormality. So, for example, Bruce Ames 
noticed that fructose, when it’s being absorbed in the intestinal tract, needs two ATP to 
be transported. And, therefore, he is curious as to whether high fructose corn syrup 
exposure might be leading to some of the leaky gut issues we see. So, there’s an ATP, 
possibly, connection with leaky gut.  
 
But, above and beyond that, one of the biggest players I’m seeing in the chemical 
industry is Roundup. Roundup and its active ingredient glyphosate. So, we have, since 
1996, we have allowed into our industrial agricultural environment the Roundup-ready 
soy, followed by corn and then canola and cottonseed ansugar beets. So, we have the 
vast majority--many times over eighty percent of the entire global crops that are GM--
are Roundup ready. They are designed to tolerate herbicide. 
 
And, as you can imagine, that will increase, then, the use of the herbicide. Now instead 
of spot spraying when you go out and spray certain weeds, you can douse your entire 
field with this herbicide Roundup. And, because of the regulatory environment in the 
Bush senior administration followed, then, by the Clinton administration, [25:00] there 
have been no regulations on Roundup, to a point of making sure, like many other toxic  
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chemicals, that it’s not in our water or our food supply in extensive high amounts. The 
regulations are far more lax for some particular reason, which I am not sure of.  
 
But, we’re seeing that it’s used for noxious weed control. It’s used on railroad tracks. It’s 
used on the sides of highways. It’s used in lawns. It’s used everywhere. So, the 
accumulation of Roundup now, because of agriculture and because of home use, is 
phenomenally high. We’ve at least put an additional 404 million pounds just directly 
associated with the GM crops. But, now we’re estimating that there might be up to a 
billion pounds being used every single year for all aspects the public knows about or 
doesn’t know about. That’s a tremendous amount of an herbicide. 
 
And, there are two primary things that I am concerned about with this herbicide. One of 
which is it was patented as a potent biocidal: an antimicrobial that knocks out 
organisms. And, when you look at the cattle data and you look at the chicken data that’s 
starting to come out with the use of Roundup or glyphosate, we’re seeing that it’s 
specific in knocking out some of the beneficial lactobacilli, acidophilus-type organisms, 
some of the bifidobacterium bifidum species.  
 
Those are the things that we know now can reverse obesity and diabetes and help with 
balancing out the environment to maintain a very pleasant gut layer, intestinal layer. 
Without those organisms, we may be more likely to have a leaky gut, for example. 
When we have them, we have them we have less of a likelihood.  
 
At the same time, the organisms that are thousands of times less sensitive to the use of 
this Roundup are the pathogens we don’t want around, things like clostridium 
perfringens, clostridium difficile, clostridium botulinum, things like salmonella. So, we 
have these things in our intestinal tract that are known to be pathogens, that are known 
to be irritants, in higher quantities because this particular chemical preferentially leaves 
them there while [27:30] knocking out the beneficials.   
 
At the same time, recent data just came out on fish that in the presence of Roundup, it 
can effect a host of digestive enzymes, as well. And, it leaves the microvilli imbalanced. 
And, you say, “Oh, there’s a smoking gun here showing that this particular chemical 
may be at specific risk for causing intestinal upset, causing an environment where we 
are more likely to have a leaky gut, where we are more likely to have a hypersensitive 
response to things that may be in the gut.  
 
Dr. O’Bryan: So, Tom are you referring to if the fish have residue of glycophosphate in 
their own bodies and we eat the fish that it may be affecting our intestines? 
 
Tom Malterre: We don’t know about that because there are no studies showing 
bioaccumulations of glyphosate in fish, and then human studies to follow up. In fact, the  
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amount of human studies with glyphosate is scarily small. So, I would love to see that 
kind of stuff. But, what we do know is that the brain can bioaccumulate glyphosate.  
 
And, here’s the thing: there’s a practice called burn down that’s used by crop growers 
whether you’re growing pulses like lentils, legumes, or whether you’re growing wheat, 
barley, rye. At the end of the year, as the crop is growing, they’re starting to plump up, 
depending on the moisture content and what not, the farmer will consider spraying high 
concentrations of Roundup to burn down the foliage and cause a migration of the 
nutrition from the plant as it’s being burnt down into the actual grain itself.   
 
So, at the same time you’re concentrating the nutrition, you’re plumping up the grain by 
burning down the crop, you’re also concentrating the herbicide to a point of in 2012 
when Roundup-laden barley was sold to brewers after the burning down process. The 
brewers had to refuse it and get a refund because what happened was the barley 
concentration of glyphosate was so high, it killed the brewing organisms. So, you could 
not have a fermentative process and [30:00] effectively make a beer.  So, that gives you 
an indication of the antimicrobial/biocidal effect from the Roundup itself.  
 
And, also, you have to think okay, well, what’s going to happen if this laden grain is then 
fed to animals and bio accumulates in the animals?  Are the animals going to have a 
higher levels or Roundup and glyphosate. And, then, when you eat the animals, are you 
going to have the higher levels? And, unfortunately, there haven’t been studies done to 
examine this. We need to look at what the concentration is going to be in the humans.   
 
However, there has been a concentration study done on the accumulation of toxins from 
GM crops that produce what’s called BT toxin. And, they’ll produce a crystal-based 
protein. They’re called cry proteins. They’re crystal, sharp. And, these proteins can 
damage gut tissue. So, there are some hypotheses now that some of the causes of 
increased leaky gut in our population may be because of the bioaccumulation of these 
toxins.   
 
I mean, these plants are genetically engineered to have every single cell produce sharp-
like proteins so when an animal--a root worm, for example--bites into the root of a corn, 
it will have this crystal protein cause permeability within its intestines, and then lead to a 
severe leaky gut. The bacterium in the intestines of the insect will then kill the insect.   
 
So, is it possible, then, that the same thing could be happening in humans? Because 
the industry said originally it wasn’t going to survive digestion. Well, we see studies now 
that it does survive digestion. And, now we see the study in Quebec where ninety-three 
percent of pregnant women and eighty percent of their unborn offspring had elevated 
levels--elevated levels--of these crystal-based proteins circulating around in their blood. 
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Dr. O’Bryan: Let’s pause right there so that our listening audience can take that one 
statistic in. Could you say that again please, Tom? [32:30] 
 
Tom Malterre: Ninety-three percent of pregnant women and eighty percent of their 
unborn offspring. So, they were testing the fetus. And, when they looked they said, “My 
goodness! We’re seeing this present!” They also found on a hundred percent of the 
samples glufosinate, which is another herbicide, had bioaccumulated. And, in every one 
of the samples, they could find this other herbicide. 
 
Dr. O’Bryan: So, these herbicides that are designed to kill the insects by destroying 
their intestines--causing these large leaking holes, and then bacteria goes from the 
intestines into the bloodstream of these insects, and then they die--these herbicides are 
being found in eighty percent of the unborn children and ninety-three percent of the 
pregnant women? 
 
Tom Malterre: Close. The cry toxins--the crystal-based protein toxins--are actually 
insecticides that are built into, that are genetically placed, into the cells of the plants. So, 
this is via a genetic modification. So, the genetically modified plants will form these 
proteins in every single cell.  
 
Dr. O’Bryan: My goodness. 
 
Tom Malterre: And, that’s why what’s happening is they’re saying, “Wait a second. 
That’s awesome! You guys have decreased the use of some of the insecticides. We 
have ... for example, or what not. “We’ve decreased some of these insecticides because 
you’ve made our plants producing their own insecticides.” But, the question never 
became, “Well, now what happens to the plant matter?”   
 
So, as these plants biodegrade and every single cell of them is producing these crystal-
based proteins that we now know cause leaky guts, what’s going to happen to those? 
What’s going to happen if we bioaccumulate these proteins all over our planet?  
 
So, no one’s really asking those particular questions. So, I say, you know, that’s a 
potential risk, especially when we’re seeing it in ninety three percent of the pregnant 
women, eighty percent of the unborn offsprings. And, we don’t know if it’s causing a 
leaky gut in them, as well. So, we need to find out. That’s square one.   
 
So, the effect one of glyphosate antimicrobial, so you’ve got a problem with that. Effect 
two is genetically modified cry-based crystal-shaped [35:00] proteins from BT toxin 
corn. Those could be damaging. And, you know, the authors of that study were very 
clear. They said, “We don’t see enough corn in these people’s diet to justify these high 
levels. So, the likelihood is that this was bioaccumulating in the animals that were fed 
the corn. And, we do see in their dietary intake the  
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animals and the dairy products.” So, they’re like, “That’s gotta be the only place they 
could be coming from.”   
 
There’s one other theory. I’m not trying to muddy the waters with it. But, it could that 
some of the genes are passing to our own bacterium. And, our bacterium are now able 
to produce that protein, as well. That’s going to be coming up, hopefully, in the near 
future. We’re working on that theory right now.   
 
So, I would say the GM crops, because of the biocidal affect of the hundreds of millions 
of pounds of this Roundup we use all the time can be an issue because we’re finding it 
in the air. We’re finding it in streams. We’re finding it in the rivers, the lakes. We’re 
finding it in the urine of nonagricultural workers at twenty times the safe level. So, it’s 
everywhere now, this Roundup. It’s all over the place. And, we know it has potent 
biocidal effects in animals. Of course, we haven’t looked the human data yet for some 
reason. So, that’s a major concern.  
 
But, the second aspect, Tom, that I’m looking at--and, here’s where I become really 
concerned--is that I don’t think we have enough happy people around. You know, I’m a 
pretty positive guy. And, I love to just wave to people and say, “Hey! How ya doing? Hi! 
What’s going on?” You know me.  
 
Dr. O’Bryan: Yes, yes. Yes, I do. 
 
Tom Malterre: Yeah! Yeah. So, you know, I love to whistle. I love to sing with the kids. 
And, I’m like, “Wow. Why aren’t there more people like that?”  Because when I was 
growing up, it seemed like there was a lot more people like that. People were calmer 
and more relaxed. And, sure we have an economy and overpopulation and issues here. 
But, gosh, you’ll see third world countries who are out in the sticks, and they have 
nothing! And, they’re singing and dancing all day and stuff.  
 
Well, why? Why has there been a 400% increase in the use of antidepressants since 
[37:30] GM crops have been introduced? Why are they now the top prescribed class of 
medications for the 18-44 group? Why?  
 
So, I, once again, say, “Okay, who are the big players in this industry?” Well, we have 
the crops themselves. They may have allergenic responses. No one’s really tested that. 
There are no human studies on GM crops to date, not a one. So, we don’t know what 
they really do. We just know that every single disease seems to have a climb once 
they’re introduced, whether it’s allergies or IBD or celiac disease or autism. We can see 
the statistical analysis. They climb once they’ve been introduced.   
 
We don’t know why. But, we do know now that the mechanism of action for a lot of 
these herbicides, specifically Roundup, is a mineral chelation activity. In fact, Roundup  
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was originally used to clean minerals off the insides of pipes. You could descale with 
Roundup. You could spray it, and it would take the minerals off. It was so effective at 
binding to minerals, it could the minerals off.  
 
Now, somehow, I don’t know if someone spilled it on a plant or what not. And, the plant 
died, and they said, “Wow! This is a great herbicide.” We’re using this as a herbicide 
because it binds to minerals so effectively that it leaves the minerals unavailable to the 
plants.  
 
So, if the plants can’t have minerals, they can’t perform normal duties. We rely on 
vitamins and minerals everyday for hundreds of reactions in the human body. If you 
don’t have the minerals to fit into certain spots, and enzymes can’t work. Pathways can’t 
happen. You can’t make your nails because you don’t have enough ingredients to. You 
can’t make your hair.   
 
The same thing happens with plants. If you’re lacking the mineral manganese because 
its bound to Roundup, there’s an enzyme, an EPSPS enzyme, that does not work. And, 
guess what you can’t produce, Tom? You can’t produce aromatic amino acids. Aromatic 
amino acids include tryptophan, phenylalanine, and tyrosine.  
 
Okay, what’s the relevance of that? No one really knows biochemistry out on the street. 
Well, let me break it down for you. These are the very same amino acids your body 
uses to calm you down and make you happy. Your body will take tryptophan [40:00] and 
turn it into serotonin. Your body will take serotonin and make it into melatonin. You know 
serotonin! That’s the thing that everybody is taking--selective serotonin reuptake 
inhibitor--for depression. You’re taking these meds because you don’t have enough of 
this serotonin.   
 
Well, what if by using herbicides, we’re knocking out the global availability and 
production of aromatic amino acids? What if a lot of people are walking around?...And, 
this has not been tested yet. And, I can’t wait to see testing because here’s what I see in 
my anxiety, depressed, autistic, ADD/ADHD population. They are low in tryptophan. 
They are low in melatonin. You supplement 5-HTP, you supplement melatonin, amazing 
things happen. People sleep better, people’s mood improves drastically. 
 
Dr. O’Bryan: They’re happier. They’re less anxious. They get better qualities of sleep. 
Many of our doctors are finding that to be true.   
 
Tom Malterre: Absolutely! And, then here’s the kicker, Tom. Have you seen that one of 
the best treatments for gastroesophageal reflux is adding in melatonin? Have you seen 
that the primary use of neurotransmitters in our body is not for our brain, but for 
balancing out intestinal digestive gastrointestinal functions? Stomach should be 
included. So, we calm our gut. We communicate with our gut via neurotransmitters.  
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Now, plants aren’t the only thing that produce these substrates, these ingredients to 
make neurotransmitters like tryptophan, phenylalanine, and tyrosine. They’re not the 
only ones, the plants. There’s another set of enzymes in our bacterium. So, when we 
wipe out our bacterium, we wipe our last chance at having a constant supply of the 
ingredients to make our happy, calm, sleep-well neurotransmitters. So, that’s pretty 
huge! 
 
Dr. O’Bryan: That’s huge. 
 
Tom Malterre: So, that’s a concern of mine. [42:30] And, that’s why I’m saying, “Look, 
gang, until we can do an analysis on this, until we can find out if, indeed, the GM crops 
are causing some of these issues--the pesticides associated with the GM crops might 
be causing some of these issues--then we really need to either ban them, or, at the very 
least label them. They should be proven safe first before introduced into the food 
supply.”  
 
There are estimates where between seventy and eighty percent of all processed foods 
contain genetically modified ingredients. And, that each United States citizen is 
consuming on average about a 198 pounds per year, unknowing, of genetically modified 
ingredients.  
 
So, if, indeed, they may cause problems...Because we’re seeing that in animals who 
primarily consume GM crops. They end up with gastrointestinal issues. They end up 
with ulcerations. Some end up dead like in India when they turned the animals loose to 
eat some of the BT toxin corn, the animals died shortly thereafter. We really need to 
determine via safety studies--just like we would with any drug we introduced into the 
market--if these are safe before we consider them in our food supply. 
 
Dr. O’Bryan: That’s a very, very rational approach to take. And, you’re telling us that the 
average American is consuming more than a half a pound a day of GMO foods? 
 
Tom Malterre: Well, you have to take into consideration, Tom, that these are the 
primary feed crops on our planet right now. 
 
Dr. O’Bryan: Yes. 
 
Tom Malterre: The soy, the corn, the cotton seed meal, the sugar beet mash, the 
canola, and the canola mash left over and some of the substances that’s leftover from 
the oil...These are all fed back to the animals. So, they are going to be concentrated in 
GM genes. And, they’re also likely concentrated, because the majority--once again, over 
eighty percent--are herbicide resistant. So, they will also be laden with the herbicide 
residues. So, the question becomes-- 
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Dr. O’Bryan: Excuse me. And, Tom, how are the people of Europe dealing with this? 
Now, I’ve heard that there are laws that they do not [45:00] allow GMO foods in Europe. 
Is that true? 
 
Tom Malterre: That’s crop dependent. And, it’s not necessarily all GM foods. Professor 
Seralini and his group published a study last year looking at rats. And, this has been in 
the media ad nauseum. And, the rat study was basically showing that when you fed rats 
either corn that was genetically modified, corn that was genetically modified with 
Roundup residues, or just Roundup by itself, what was going to happen to these 
animals?  
 
And, you know, Tom, most safety studies in the United States where all these eighty-
plus thousand chemicals that we have are 90-day feeding studies. But, Professor 
Seralini had already done a 90-day feeding study. And, he said, “Look, I’m seeing 
trends. But, the trends are pointing to something that may happen farther along. So, 
instead of doing a 90-day study, I’m going to do a two-year study, which is basically a 
life study. And, I’m going to determine at that point if there’s statistical significance.”  
 
And, the funny thing, Tom, is he designed the study the exact same way Monsanto 
designed their study to get genetically modified corn into the European Union. So, he 
designed the study identically: he used the same models, controls, everything. The only 
thing he changed was he used the active ingredient Roundup. And, he used it as a 
residue on the crop. And, all three subject groups grew horrendous tumors. They died 
more frequently. They had kidney, pituitary, liver abnormalities.  
 
And, he, basically, showed the images, gave the results, but withheld some of the 
statistical analysis by saying this: “I will disclose my statistics to the general public when 
Monsanto discloses theirs from the original feeding studies to get the Monsanto corn 
approved in the United Kingdom.”  
 
And, that caused an upheaval, uproar. And, everybody said, “Oh, my gosh! This couldn’t 
be true. This is false science. You used the wrong rats. You used the wrong controls. 
[47:30] You did this wrong.”  
 
And, the reality is that he did it on purpose. He wanted to get people in an upheaval so 
they would demand from Monsanto the raw data in which they published their final 
results because after a 120 days, he saw his actions turn statistically significant to a 
point of not being able to ignore it. Huge mammary and testicular tumors that were 
grotesque. I don’t know if you’ve seen the images.  
 
But, it really raised the awareness, that, number one, people aren’t looking at the right 
thing. They’re not looking at the corn for a 120- plus days. Number two, they’re not  
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looking at the Roundup as an ingredient of a residue of the corn, or Roundup by itself in 
drinking water because all of those things could be causing problems.   
 
So, in the United States we’re very biotech friendly. In fact, you can see George Bush in 
the mid-80s telling Monsanto employees, “Hey, you got a problem? We’re de-reg 
friendly,” basically. He said, “We like to deregulate things.” And, Dan Quayle said the 
same thing: “Biotech is poised to make billions of dollars. We just have to watch the 
regulations. If we’re over regulated, we’re not going to make that money.”   
 
It’s notorious that we would love a strong economy. It seems like our niche. We are 
poised to have a place on the globe [as] the world feeder in this biotech industry. And, 
yet, at the same time, we should be cautionary versus discriminatory. I think first we 
should say, “All right, the data is very clear that something is wrong. I don’t care what 
the statistics show. Something is wrong. We should really heed that. We should do 
longer-term studies, and look at all of the components before we think this is safe.”   
 
So, at first the entire United States media, everybody, shut it down because this is poor 
science. The UK started to do advisory committees and evaluate the research. It just 
came out last week and said, “No, it stands. This research is good. It is valid. We have 
due cause for concern.”   
 
Higher courts in France said, “You know what? You can’t ban the use of this corn. It’s 
not an emergency situation.” And, guess what? The prime minister said, “We will ban it. 
We do not consider this safe.” So, even though their law is now requiring they can’t 
legally [50:00] ban it, the people are saying, “We’ve had enough. We’ve seen enough 
evidence to question whether these are safe food compounds.” So we might be able to 
take a lesson from France, I think. 
 
Dr. O’Bryan: And, Tom, what are some of the other simple steps that our listeners can 
do to limit their exposure to these types of chemicals? 
 
Tom Malterre: Absolutely. Eat organic! That’s it. Eat organic. Current organic standards 
do not allow genetically modified food and/or feed into your end product. So, the 
simplest thing you can do is eat organic. But, to be honest with you, Tom, what I’ve 
been seeing is there are so many people reacting to corn and soy mysteriously. And, 
they’ll eat organic corn, they’ll have less response. They’ll eat non-organic corn...We’re 
not sure if there’s cross contamination of a lot of crops because of how pollen can 
travel. You know?  
 
I mean, you might have an organic corn field within ten miles of a GM corn field 
because now we’re seeing it can travel, perhaps, hundreds of miles in ideal weather 
conditions to cross-pollenate with something that’s non-GMO. Canola can travel 
considerable distances. So, if you have a crop anywhere near a GM crop, you may  
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have cross contamination. But, your best bet is to go organic, and, then maybe exclude 
those things that you are concerned about.   
 
So, the top GM agricultural crops are, once again, soy, corn, canola, sugar beets--and 
fifty percent of sugar is sugar beets these days unless it says, “100% cane sugar.” 
Then, you’ve got alfalfa now coming in. And, that, unfortunately, is a perennial. So, 
we’re guessing that within six years’ time most of those will be cross contaminated with 
the GM genes. So, the primary feed crops... 
 
So, yeah, you want organic beef. Yeah, you want organic milk. And, you can avoid the 
sugar that’s not made from cane. And, you can avoid canola oil and soy and corn and 
cotton seed meal.  
 
The other piece that I’ll send home is that if you are not buying organic cotton clothing, 
you’re contributing to thirty to forty percent of the globe’s use of pesticides, herbicides, 
and fungicides. It is by far [52:30] the most chemical-heavy crop use. So, you want to 
know what to do? Easy. Buy organic. Avoid the corn, soy, cotton seed, canola, sugar 
beets. And, get organic meats. Buy organic cotton, hemp, bamboo fiber, something that 
will preserve the land from having all those chemicals doused upon them. 
 
Dr. O’Bryan: Well, those are great recommendations, and easy to follow. And, what I’m 
hearing you saying is that we vote with our dollars. And, the more demand that we make 
for organic produce, the more our farmers will hear, and the more our distributors will be 
working to produce it for us. 
 
Tom Malterre: And, that’s exactly what’s happening. We’ve kind of hit a turning point 
with Whole Foods saying they are going to, within a short period of time, make sure that 
all their GM ingredients are either labeled or out of their products on their shelves. So, 
that’s a really strong move. And, basically, at this point when you look at polls, there’s 
upwards of ninety percent of people who are saying they’d like genetically modified 
foods to be labeled. So, there’s a massive movement where people are saying, “Wait a 
second. These things aren’t considered safe.”  
 
And, you know, Tom, come on, you’ve heard of SNPs, right? Single nucleotide 
polymorphisms. You’ve heard of single alterations in the genome, the well-known 
[inaudible] where you have a single change in your DNA--a little teeny mutation, one 
teeny little mutation--and it can alter enzyme functions that can change the prevalence 
of cardiovascular disease, cerebral vascular disease, neural tube defects.  A single 
mutation.   
 
There’s not a single geneticists or scientist on the planet who can guarantee that you’re 
not going to cause a multitude--a multitude--of mutations by using viral and bacterial 
genes to insert a new portion into the genome, into the DNA. So, if we know a single  
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nucleotide polymorphism can alter an entire organism, what in the world is going to 
happen when we have a multitude of mutations occurring [55:00] by the genetic 
modification process?  
 
And, there is no way any scientist can guarantee that you’re not going to have 
mutations. For goodness sakes, you’re having to insert a foreign piece of the DNA from 
a totally different species. They’ve done goats and spiders. They’ve crossed flounder 
and tomatoes. So, when you do that insertion you cannot guarantee--and, then you 
have to clone it--that there’s not going to be at least 10, 20, 100, 200, up to a couple of 
thousand mutations. You cannot guarantee it. So, to assume that these are, then, 
inherently similar and/or safe is totally and completely naïve.   
 
Dr. O’Bryan: Well, that’s a very powerful message. You’ve delivered it eloquently, Tom. 
The step-by-step progression of what you’re showing us should give us all cause for 
concern and all cause to look a little deeper into this. If our listeners wanted to learn 
more about this subject without getting into too much science, but to get an overview, 
how would they do that? 
 
Tom Malterre: Well, there’s two ways. Number one, I’ve put some videos on our 
website wholelifenutrition.net. And, we have two different sections. One is gluten-free, 
and one is GMO-free at the current time. And, I’m sure we’ll have a multitude here 
coming up in the near future. And, you can look at the videos there that describe some 
of the things I’m talking about quite simply.  
 
You can also watch the movie Genetic Roulette. Genetic Roulette has a very good 
foundation of the basis of where GMOs came from and the potential health risks 
associated with them. Genetic Roulette was put out by the Institute for Responsible 
Technology, which is spearheaded by Jeffrey Smith. So, Genetic Roulette can be found 
on Amazon. You can rent it at your local video store. You can get it, most likely, online 
somewhere. It’s quite easy to access. And, I highly recommend, if you’re interested in 
simple information, viewing that movie. 
 
Dr. O’Bryan: I would second that recommendation as I sat there spellbound watching 
that movie. I would recommend that all of our listeners watch that movie to get an 
overview understanding that reinforces and elaborates even more on what Tom has 
been talking about here today. [57:30] 
 
Well, Tom, thank you very much for your time and your incredible depth of knowledge 
on this topic and how it impacts on the intestinal environment, which then makes us 
more susceptible to the sensitivity to gluten and the triggering of intestinal permeability, 
which leads us into the development of autoimmunity.   
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This leads to this leads to this leads to this, and then you get that. You’ve brought an 
integral part of that formula to us here today.  Thank you very much for your time. 
 
Tom Malterre: Tom, I am so happy to help! And, my hope is that we have a lot more 
happy healthy people on the planet because I want more people saying, “Hey!” right 
back. 
 
Dr. O’Bryan: It makes me smile when you say that, “Happy people! Yes!” What more 
could we ask for? [Laughs] That’s a wonderful, wonderful vision. Thank you again, Tom. 
Thank you. 
 
Tom Malterre: You bet! Take care. 
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A special thanks to our sponsors! 

 
 

                    
 

 
 

        
 
 
 

 
 
 
 

                                         
 
 
 
 

 

  
 
 


